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BMZ priorities under the current government

- Agriculture/Food Security/Rural Development
- Democracy, Human Rights, Rule of Law & Good Governance
- Stability and Development – Northern Africa and Middle East
- Refugees, reconstruction and rehabilitation
- New Africa Strategy – priority continent
- Climate protection
- Education and vocational training
- Peace & Security (Focus Africa & Afghanistan)
- Linking development cooperation and domestic policy (Charter for the Future)
- Global promotion of social and environmental standards and responsible consumption
Key priorities for German PSD related development cooperation

- Cater to a number of current BMZ priorities
- Leveraging private sector know-how and capital for development, including through innovative approaches (inclusive business models) and financing (financial inclusion, green finance, microinsurance, etc.)
- M&E of PSD and Building Evidence for the contribution of the Private Sector to development
- Supporting the transition towards a green and inclusive economy, industrial and structural policy development – green growth orientation
- **Private Sector Development Strategy available in English**: other areas to be published: Economic Policy, Financial Systems Development and TVET
1. Leveraging private sector know-how, innovation and capital for development

- Strengthening Inclusive Business Models
  - Global Inclusive Business Action Network
  - Responsible Inclusive Business Hubs (South Africa, Egypt, Indonesia)

- Leveraging private capital for sustainable development
  - G20 Dialogue Platform for Inclusive Green Investment
  - Impact Investing

- Involve Private Sector into Policy Dialogue
  - Consultation with the Private Sector on Post-2015 Agenda (e.g. through UNGC)
  - Engagement in the Global Partnership on Effective Development Cooperation and the Partnerships for Prosperity (P4P) Initiative
2. M&E of PSD and public private cooperation

- Increasing effectiveness in the German bilateral PSD portfolio
  - Bridging BMZ Results based monitoring system with DCED Standard
  - Role out of the DCED Standard for PSD projects
  - Menue list of results models & indicators for PSD and financial sector development

- Building evidence for private sector contribution to development
  - Global Partnership for Effective Development Cooperation:
    - Support development of a global indicator on PPD
    - Session on Measurement of Public Private Cooperation at the First High Level Meeting, Mexico City
  - Partnerships for Prosperity (P4P) (former Private Sector Building Block) working group
  - Study „Proving and Improving the Impact of Development Partnerships – 12 Good Practices for Result Measurement“
  - Mapping of integrated development partnerships for PSD
3. Supporting the transition towards a green economy

- Support to DCED Green Growth Working Group
- Mainstreaming Green and Growth in the German PSD portfolio:
  - Thematic progress on greening value chains, eco-innovations, policies for green growth (e.g. Egypt and Subsaharan Africa), environmental fiscal reform, industrial symbiosis, green jobs,
  - Training of field staff
  - Lessons for role and opportunities of private sector adapting to climate change
- Engagement with global Green Growth Knowledge Platforms through regional practitioner workshops and development of new policy tools
- G20 Dialogue Platform for Inclusive Green Investments
- Bridging the green and inclusive growth agendas
3. Refining support for industrial policy strategies (ctd.)

- Support peer-learning processes on industrial policy diagnostics and implementation
- Enhance knowledge exchange and cooperation in donor support schemes
- Analyse IP-strategy process and implementation and look into process support
- Strengthen capabilities and ownership of IP in developing countries
- Knowledge products on green industrial policy
- Inclusive aspects of IP (e.g. employment, quality of jobs)
CONTACT

- **Head of Division** Sustainable Economic Policy and Financial Sector: Ms. Susanne Dorasil (susanne.dorasil@bmz.bund.de)

- **Economic Affairs Officer** – Economic Policy, Private Sector Development, Sustainable Tourism: Ms. Natascha Weisert (natascha.weisert@bmz.bund.de)

- **Economic Affairs Officer** – Financial Systems Development and Financial Sector: Mr. Marius Kahl (marius.kahl@bmz.bund.de)